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LaserWorks 
Binocular
Rangefinder - 
8X21 & 10X42

3500 Meters Range 
Finder - 905nm
Customization 
Supported
LW3016 

LaserWorks was established in 2005, located in Guangdong,China. Production and working 
area：2200m2 in Dongguan, specialized in pulse OEM, ODM laser rangefinders,rangefinder 
modules,for golf,hunting,UAV etc. applications. We get more than 10 patents in the field of laser 
rangefinders thanks to our continuous accumulation of intellectual property & quality control. Our 
products & brand is guaranteed by CE, ROSH, FDA & FCC certifications. Our quality control is 
enforced strictly according to ISO9001 regulation.

Till now, LaserWorks has become the company with independent development, production, 
quality control, sales & after-sale service.

LaserWorks is a high-quality full-Azimuth management team,product design, SMT, reflow 
equipment,3D structure prototype, one-stop service.

Warmly welcome to join us as a partner, LaserWorks will be always here waiting for you.

The rangefinder binocular is what we call a 
true value. The features and quality we incorpo-
rated within this budget friendly binocular with 
rangefinder gives you all the optical viewing 
performance and rangefinder capabilities you 
would expect in a higher end product. 

This binocular with rangefinder provides 
you the confidence, quality and features at an 
unmatched value.

The new LW3016 laser rangefinder monoc-
ular has a maximum range of 3,800 yards and 
includes Ballistics chips inside, which is compli-
cated calculations can be performed in seconds 
with unmatched precision.

Built specifically for hunters, the laser 
rangefinder 3,800 yards is reliable for tough 
hunting environments with water resistant, 
durable, non-slip grip rubber housing. 

Web: www.laserworks.com     Email: sales@laserexplore.com     Tel: +86 0755 8363 3544
Add: 10th floor 3rd Building, COSMO Technopark，No.19, Jin peng Road, Feng Gang, Dong Guan, Guang Dong. China. 523690.

Specification 8X21   10X42

Range  1300 Yards 2000 Yards

Display  Black  Black or Red OLED

Prism  Bk7  Bk7

Battery   3V CR2  3V CR2

TD1300 & TD2000

LW3016 

Magnification  6X

Objectives Lens   21mm

To Deer   750 Meters

To Trees   2,200 Meters

Ballistics   Optional



Laser RangefinderModule-1,000m, 4,000m

Red Dot Scope Mounted
Rangefinder - 1,100 meters
LE-032

OLED Red & Black
Display Laser 
Range Finder

LaserWorks laser rangefinder module offers 
reliable distance feedback with TTL/RS232. It is 
suitable for integrating in into the night vision, 
thermal or UVA etc. equipment.

With 2km long distance ranging capability, this 
rangefinder is accurate and versatile for various 
objects at short distance or long distances. Provides 
a projected black and red ( OLED ) color display 
settings allowing using it in low light conditions, to 
match any hunting environment.

Ballistic chips provides ballistically calculated 
ranges for extremely accurate shots at longer 
distances and steeper angles.

Range finder mount movable; mount easy 
to assemble on the top/right/left of hunting 
scopes, easy to sit on pica-tinny rail with easy 
assembly, convenient for both left hand and 
right hand users.

Color OLED display with 60 Seconds 
continuous scan in line of sight distance mode 
and slope compensated horizontal distance 
mode, fast response, accuracy +/- 1 yard, 
reading visible day and night

Lightweight and compact; weight only 
220g with aluminium housing, 800g recoil 
resistant & water resistant.
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Range Finder Module

Wavelength   905nm

Range Available   1000m,1500m,4000m

Working Voltage   3V-5V

Data Interface   TTL(2.5V-5V), RS232

Frequency   1HZ

Divergence   3 Mard

Working Temperature  -20°C to +60°C

Default Baud Rate   19200

LW024 

Magnification  6X21

Power Source  USB Charging

To Deer   500 Meters

To Trees   1,500 Meters

Ballistics   Optional


